L7: CONICAL LIDS, SHALLOW HOLLOW KNOB, SLIGHTLY INTURNED RIM

1 Colchester, Sheepen, Cam. lid 6: native &
   romanised. -S ●
   Cam. lid 7: native & romanised. -S ●
   Cam. lid 10: romanised. -S ●
2 Braintree, site 2 no.4. -S ●
3 Canterbury, recent excavations (not illus.). HM-S ●
4 Braughing, Skeleton Green (not illus.). 10BC-AD20 ●
   Henderson Coll. (not illus.). -S ●
   early Roman hut, no.20, Roman. 3S ○
5 Hertford, probably Queen's Hill [1059]. R - ○
6 Prae Wood, XIIC [1326].
   II [1334], [691], [856].
   D.9 [860]. AD5-40/45 ●
   LIIa Grey Clay [402]. AD30-50 ●

Notes
One of the standard native lid forms, although not very common.
L7: conical lids, shallow hollow knob, slightly inturned rim.